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Abstract
In this paper, a comparison study is presented on artificial intelligence and time series models in 1-hour-ahead wind speed
forecasting. Three types of typical neural networks, namely adaptive linear element, multilayer perceptrons, and radial basis
function, and ARMA time series model are investigated. The wind speed data used are the hourly mean wind speed data
collected at Binalood site in Iran. Simulation results indicate the ability of the proposed methods in 1-hour-ahead wind speed
forecasting in Binalood of Iran.
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1. Introduction
Renewable wind energy promises a fast growing
green and clean energy source. Wind speed stochastic
nature is a significant issue for converting windenergy to a reliable source of electric power. Wind
power uncertainty and intermittency is a challenge in
integrating wind power generation in to the electric
grid. Wind speed randomness results in a random
output power of the wind farm, therefore accurate
wind speed forecasting is essential for power
generation efficiency and mitigation of undesired
results in wind energy conversion system.
Accurate wind forecasting deals with a lot of
problems such as competitive market designs, realtime grid operations, standards of interconnection,
quality of power, capacity of transmission system,
stability and reliability of power system and optimal
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions [1,2,3]. In
competitive electricity markets, there are several
important reasons to have an accurate wind forecast.
Firstly, market prices are offered based on energy
imbalance charges. Secondly, a correct forecast can
help to develop well-functioning hour-ahead or dayahead markets [3].
Time-scale classification of wind forecasting
methods is vague. However, as mentioned in [8],

wind forecasting can be categorized into 4 horizons.
These categories include very short-term forecasting
(few seconds to 30 minutes), short-term forecasting
(30 minutes to 6 hours), medium-term forecasting (6
hours to 1 day) and long-term forecasting (1 day to 1
week).
In very short-term forecasting for periods in the
range of a few seconds up to several minutes, the
objective is the control of wind turbine. Short-term
forecasting of wind speed is important for improving
the efficiency of a wind power generation system [5]
as well as for the integration of wind energy in to the
power system [6,7]. Medium-term wind speed
forecasts in the range of hours target the problem of
scheduling in a power system, where forecasts in the
range of days are related with maintenance and
resource planning [9]. Long-term wind speed
prediction is vital for the sitting and sizing of wind
power applications [4]. Therefore improving wind
power prediction has significant economic and
technical advantages.
A suitable wind speed forecasting approach is
determined based on the required time scale, its
application and the available wind speed data. Several
approaches have been developed for wind speed
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forecasting including physical methods, time series
methods, hybrid models, artificial intelligence, etc.
[10, 11, and 20]. Time series and artificial intelligence
forecasting methods are based on training the
predictor with measured data and calculating the
difference between the predicted and the actual wind
speeds in immediate past to tune predictor parameters.
Time series models make forecasts by finding
the relationship of the observed wind speed time
series [12, 13]. There are several prediction timeseries models containing auto-regressive moving
average (ARMA), auto regressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA), seasonal- and fractional-ARIMA
and ARMA with exogenous input (ARMAX or ARX)
[19]. In time-series based approaches, ARMA models
are widespread employed for forecasting. In [21], the
authors have employed moving average (MA),
weighted moving average (WMA), autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) methods for
forecasting 10-min and 2-h ahead wind speed
forecasting. The work of [13] used the ARMA model
to predict the hourly average wind speed up to
10 hours in advance across the entire territory of the
Regional Community of Navarre (Spain).
Artificial intelligence methods forecast the wind
speed by learning the wind model based on the
collection of input/output data pairs. Artificial neural
networks (ANNs) are trained to learn the relationship
between the input and output data. Neural networks
(NNs) structure is composed of several layers
containing an input layer, hidden layers and an output
layer. The input layer receives the training data for
learning and hidden layers and output layer provide
the forecasted outputs. Several NN models exist
named as feed-forward neural networks (FNNs),
multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), radial basis function (RBF) NNs,
adaptive linear element (ADALINE) networks, etc.
ANNs of multi-layer perceptrons [14], radial
basis function [15] and recurrent neural networks [16]
are widely employed for wind speed forecasting. The
work of [22] employed different multilayer feed
forward backpropagation networks to predict the
short-term wind speed in Eskisehir region of Turkey.
The authors in [23] studied the performance of
ARIMA model and ANNs to forecast the hourly wind
speed one to four hours ahead in a wind park in Hubei
province of China. The work of [24] compared
ARIMA, ANNs and polynomial curve fitting models
for short term wind speed prediction.
The main contribution of the paper is the
comparison study of 4 prediction methods on 1-hourahead wind speed prediction of Binalood. These four
methods include three artificial neural networks,
multilayer perceptron, radial basis function and
adaptive linear element and one time series model
called auto-regressive moving average. All the
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intended models are developed using hourly wind
speed data of Binalood site, located in KhorasanRazavi province of Iran, from January 1, 2010 to
December 31, 2010.
2. Time Series Forecasting Model
In this paper ARMA time series model is
employed for hourly wind speed prediction in
Binalood. ARMA model structure and training
process is explained as follows.
ARMA model has two components: autoregressive and moving average. The ARMA model is
characterized as
y (t)  a1 y (t  1)  ...  ana y (t  na ) 
e(t)  c1e(t  1)  ...  cnc e(t  nc ),
A(q) y (t)  C (q)e(t) ,

(1)

A(q)  1  a1q 1  ...  ana q  na ,
C (q)  1  c1q 1  ...  cnc q  nc

AR refers to the auto-regressive part A(q) y(t)
where

y (t) the predicted variable is at time t and

y(t  i), i  1,..., na are the actual values of variable y
at past times t  i, i  1,..., na . C (q)e(t) is called moving

average which acts as a moving average on white
noise e(t) and leads to colored noise. Therefore
ARMA equation states that a realization y (t) at time
t depends on a linear combination of past
observations y(t  i), i  1,..., na plus a moving
average of e(t) , which is a white noise process
characterized by zero mean and finite variance. In
ARMA, least squares algorithm seeks for
  [a1,...ana , c1,...cn c ] which are the ARMA model
parameters. By calculating  , we can obtain the
prediction of y (t) (wind speed) at time t , based on
past (wind speeds) data y(t  1),..., y(t  na ) , model
coefficients and MA part. In this model

n a and nc

(appeared in (1)) specify the orders of A(q) and C (q)
polynomials respectively [17]. This model is shown
as an ARMA (na , nc ) process. In this paper y (t) is
representative for the predicted hourly wind speed at
hour t .
For developing an appropriate ARMA model,
we should first determine the order of the AR and MA
processes, n a and nc , respectively. This is the model
identification phase which involves autocorrelation
and partial autocorrelation analysis. It worth to note
that the appropriate values of n a and nc can be
selected by analysing the partial autocorrelation
function for an estimate of n a , and likewise using the
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autocorrelation function for an estimate of nc . Then
the unknown parameters of the model should be
estimated using least squares algorithm. Finally the
model should be checked with several diagnostics
where the satisfactory result guarantees that the
identified model performs properly.

node

3. Artificial Neural Networks

node i to hidden node

ANN is structured based on human brain. They
are basically used to model the system inputs and
outputs relationship. Neural networks have been
applied for pattern recognition in historical
observations, approximation and prediction. NNs
have several advantages in comparison with the
conventional forecasting methods which include error
tolerance, learning, generalization and easy
adaptability to online measurements [16].
In the learning process, NNs are trained using
the training data where the network weights are
learned by minimizing or maximizing a predefined
criterion function. The NN is tested with the testing
data that were not used during the training phase.
NNs have layers of interconnected processing
elements called neurons. Every neuron performs
computations on the received data and passes the
results to another layer and finally the neurons in the
output layer determine the output of the network. The
training process adjusts the neuron weights to learn
the desired input-output relation of the network.
There exist different types of NNs with simple
or complex structures. NNs which are employed in
this paper are explained in the following.

with

A) Multilayer Perceptron neural network
One of the most popular NNs is the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) network. MLP neural network can
approximate any nonlinear mapping with arbitrary
precision. It can learn and adapt unknown information
with a certain degree of fault-tolerance [18]. A simple
MLP contains 3 layers of neurons named input,
hidden and output layers. In the hidden layer, each
node employs a nonlinear activation function. In order
to train the MLP NN a supervised training method
called back propagation (BP) is used.
In MLP, the neurons in the input layer receive
the input vector

x   x1,..., xn 

T

and apply the

weighted input to the neurons in the hidden layer. The
output of the hidden layer is the input for the output
layer which provides the overall response of the
network.
In a simple MLP NN with n input neurons, m
hidden neurons, and one output neuron (shown in Fig.
1), the input layer receives the input and applies the
weighted input to the hidden layer. All hidden layer
nodes calculate their outputs as follows
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z j  f H ( wi , j xi ), i  0,1,..., n; j  1,..., m

(2)

i 0

n

where

w
i 0

x

i, j i

is the activation value of

j , wi , j is the connection weight from the input

j , xi , i  1,..., n is the input

x0 being the bias bHI (with weight w0, j  1 ),

z j is the output of node j in the hidden layer. f H
called the activation function of every hidden node is
usually a sigmoid function defined as follows
n

f H ( wi , j xi ) 

1
n
1  exp( wi , j xi )

i 0

(3)

i 0

Finally the output neuron receives the weighted
z j , j  1,..., m with a corresponding weights w j ,k
and calculates the NN output, y , as follows
n

y  f o (  w j ,k z j )

( j  0,1, 2,..., m)

(4)

i 0

Where

f o is usually a linear activation

function, w j ,k is the connection weight from hidden
node

bHO

j to output node k (here k  1 ), z0 is the bias
with weight w0,k  1 .

All the connection weights and bias values are
assigned with small random values initially, and then
modified according to the BP training process. This
supervised training method adjusts the connection
weights by processing every data based on the output
error comparing with the desired target. BP is a
generalization of the least mean square algorithm.
This method minimizes the network performance
(usually described by mean square error (MSE)) by
adjusting the weights. The algorithm repeats two
phases, propagation and weight update. First an input
vector is injected to the MLP, it is propagated forward
through the network, layer by layer, until it reaches
the output layer. The network output is then compared
to the desired target output, using a loss function, and
an error value is calculated for each neuron in the
output layer. The error values are then propagated
backwards, starting from the output, until each neuron
calculates its associated error value which roughly
represents its contribution to the original output. BP
training uses these error values to calculate the
gradient of the loss function. In the second phase, this
gradient is used to update the weights, in order to
minimize the loss function. After sufficient training
epochs the MSE decreases gradually and becomes
stable. Therefore after proper training, satisfactory
results will be obtained in the testing phase.
B) Radial basis function neural network
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The radial basis function (RBF) neural network
is a three-layer feed-forward network illustrated in
Fig. 2.The hidden layer neurons are multidimensional units where the dimension of every
neuron is equal with the NN input unit dimension.
The RBF basis functions only depend on the radial
distance

x  cj
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for the global minimum point in space. During the
learning process, the LMS rules diminish MSE and
find the optimal network weights.

where different types of radial

basis functions can be employed in the hidden
neurons. Gaussian function defined below is usually
used in RBF NNs.
x  cj
(5)
z j (x)  exp(
)
2

j

where c j and

j

are the center and the

standard deviation of the

j th hidden neuron

Fig. 1.

Multilayer perceptron topology

. denotes the Euclidean distance,

respectively,

z j (x) is the output of the j th neuron.
The output of the RBF NN is a linear weighted
sum of all the hidden layer neurons outputs as follows
m

y   wk , j z j (x)

(6)

j 1

where wk , j is the weight between hidden
neuron j and k neuron in the output layer and m is
the number of hidden layer neurons. The RBF
training contains two stages. First, the basis functions
parameters are determined using random selection or
a clustering method such a K-mean. Then the
connection weights between the hidden and the output
layers are adjusted using a supervised learning
method for minimizing the least squares objective
function such as gradient descent.

Fig. 2.

RBF network topology

C) Adaptive linear element neural network
Adaptive linear element (ADALINE) is a simple
single layer ANN. The structure of ADALINE NN is
shown in Fig. 3. ADALINE network resemble
perceptron where the only difference is that the
neurons basis functions are linear. Therefore the
ADALINE network is employed for the linear
approximations of the functions. The network output
is
n

n

i 1

i 0

y  Wx  b   wi xi  b   wi xi

(7)

x0 represents threshold bias b with
weight w0  1 , W  [ w1 ,..., wn ] represents the
where

weight matrix corresponding to the one-column input
vector x   x1 ,..., xn  . As mentioned, ADALINE
T

networks can only solve linearly separable problems.
In order to train these networks, the least mean
squared (LMS) or Widrow-Hoff learning rule can
minimize the mean squared error (MSE) and search

Fig. 3.

Simple ADALINE network topology

4. Wind Speed Data
The existing one year wind speed database
contains wind speeds, measured using a cup
anemometer at 40 meters height of Binalood wind
farm meteorological mast. The wind speed was
continuously recorded and and stored as hourly values
from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010. Fig. 4
illustrates the time series plot of the hourly wind
speed at Binalood site, located in Khorasan-Razavi
province of Iran, from January 1, 2010 to December
31, 2010.
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used for prediction in this paper. In order to evaluate
an ARMA model which employs the same number of
lags in comparison with the employed NNs, ARMA
(6, 1) is also evaluated. In ARMA (6, 1), na  6 is
chosen the same as the number of NNs input neurons
and nc  1 is determined by trial and error.
6. Simulation Results

Fig. 4.

Binalood Hourly wind speed at 40 meters height in year
2010

5. Model inputs and parameters
The wind forecast problem aims to find an

yl of the desired wind yld based on the n
previous wind speed measurements yl 1 ,..., yl n .
estimate

In order to develop NN models which can
forecast the hourly wind speed of Binalood, the
number of input neurons shall be determined. Then
the available data should be preprocessed. Based on
trail and error in the three NN models, the number of
neurons of the first (input) layer is chosen as 6
neurons ( n  6 ). Therefore, the 6 previous
d

observations of every target wind speed yl (desired
output), were preprocessed and formed in to one input
vector. In MLP and RBF neural networks, the number
of hidden layer neurons is selected as 5. The output
layer of all three types of ANN models only contains
one neuron representing the forecast value of next
hourly averaged wind speed. The preprocessed
dataset was further divided in to two subsets, training
and testing datasets. With the 30% of datasets being
separated as the testing dataset and other 70% were
selected as the training dataset. ARMA model implies
necessarily to know the relation that exists between
the series and their lags. Autocorrelation function
(ACF) and Partial autocorrelation function (PACF)
are statistics tools that orient on the matter.
Autocorrelation is the correlation of a signal with the
delayed copy of itself as a function of delay. Partial
autocorrelation gives the partial correlation of a time
series with its own lagged values, after removing any
linear dependence on all shorter lags. Generally, the
ACF index approaches to zero at the cut-off point
which is nc as well as PACF where the last
significant point is the order of na . Based on the
analysis of ACF and PACF of the available Binalood
wind data the orders of ARMA model is chosen as
na  3 and nc  20 . Therefore ARMA (3, 20) is

For RBF NN, the hidden layer neurons centers
are chosen randomly and the standard deviations are
determined equal to 1. Fig. 5 depicts the predicted
wind speed and real wind speeds of the testing set.
The mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square
error (MSE) of this prediction are 0.6423 and 0.8773
respectively. For MLP different learning rate
constants are examined in the study where 0.125
provides the best performance. The MLP wind speed
prediction result is shown in Fig. 6. The
corresponding MAE and MSE are 0.6055 and 0.8820
respectively.
In ADALINE, maximum learning rate (MLR),
5.3045e-007, creates better results than other learning
rates. Fig. 7 shows the estimated wind speeds in
comparison with the actual wind speeds using
ADALINE. Also the resulted MAE and MSE by the
intended ADALINE are 0.7158 and 1.0998
respectively. The estimations by ARMA (6,1) and
ARMA (3,20) in comparison with real wind speed
testing set are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively.
ARMA (6,1) resulted in 0.6116 and 0.8408 as MAE
and MSE performance respectively and ARMA (3,20)
leads to 0.6055 and 0.8299 as MAE and MSE
respectively. Since the testing and training data sets in
the 4 employed methods are the same, we can fairly
compare their results. The obtained MAE and MSE
for each method are gathered in Table 1. In one hand,
if we compare the methods performance based on
MAE criterion we conclude that MLP neural network
and ARMA(3,20) provide the best results by 0.6055
MAE, on the other hand if methods performances are
compared based on MSE, ARMA(3,20) provides the
best result by resulting in MSE equal to 0.8299.
To overcome this duality we compare the
concepts of MAE and MSE performance criteria.
MAE and MSE definitions are as fallows
MAE 

1 T
 yl  yld ,
T l 1

MSE 

1 T
 ( yl  yld )2
T l 1

(8)

where T is the total number of testing data,

yl and yld are estimated speed and real speed at time
l respectively. MAE measures the average
magnitude of the errors in a set of forecasts. It is a
linear score which means that all the individual
differences are weighted equally in the average. MSE
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is a quadratic scoring rule which measures the
average magnitude of the error.
Since the errors are squared before they are
averaged, the MSE gives relatively high weight to
large errors. This means the MSE is more useful when
large errors are particularly undesirable. In the case of
wind speed prediction where large errors result in
considerable financial losses, MSE is a more reliable
performance criterion. Therefore based on the
resulted MSEs we can conclude that ARMA(3,20) by
0.8299 MSE provides the best result for Binalood
hourly wind speed forecasting. MLP, after
ARMA(3,20) and ARMA(6,1), provides the least
MSE equal to 0.8820 and RBF results in 0.8773 MSE
and ADALINE by 1.0998 MSE provides the poorest
result in Binalood hourly wind forecasting.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
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Estimated wind speed by MLP

Fig. 7.

Estimated wind speed by ADALINE

Fig. 8.

Estimated wind speed by ARMA(6,1)

Fig. 9.

Estimated wind speed by ARMA(3,20)

Estimated wind speed by RBF

Table.1.
Comparison of employed methods performances
ARMA(3,20)

ARMA(6,1)

Error

ADALNE

MLP

RBF

Method

MAE

0.642

0.605

0.715

0.611

0.605

MSE

0.877

0.882

1.099

0.840

0.829

7. Conclusion
The main aim of this paper is to forecast hourly
wind speed of Binalood site and investigate some
available approaches on this problem to choose the
most appropriate method. Since this forecasting is
usually employed for predicting wind farm output
power to maintain the power system balance and
economic, choosing the best method is of great
importance. Simulation results of four prediction
methods, namely, MLP (multilayer perceptron), RBF
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(radial basis function), ADALINE (adaptive linear
element) neural networks and ARMA time series
model, indicate that the best accuracy is obtained by
ARMA based on MSE criterion. Therefore we
recommend ARMA as a superior method for
Binalood hourly wind speed prediction among the
four investigated methods. It should be mentioned
that the results may be different in other sites or other
short time prediction periods.
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